
Dr. Gleb Tsipursky
Disaster Avoidance Expert

gleb@intentionalinsights.org  
614-407-4016 

Schedule Gleb to speak at your next event!

Contact

DisasterAvoidanceExperts.com

Leaders have benefited
greatly from Gleb’s
national bestseller on
avoiding business
disasters that
encompasses over 10
years of his research and
practice, The Truth-Seeker’s
Handbook: A Science-Based
Guide

Book

Worried about your best-laid plans going off the rails? 

Want to avoid losing your best employees and top clients? 

Frustrated over team conflicts and low employee engagement? 

3 Secrets to Avoiding Business Disasters for Leaders 

The Emotionally and Socially Intelligent Leader 

Go With Your Gut? Busting Leadership Myths with Behavioral Science 

Rocket-Boosting Diversity & Inclusion Through Social Intelligence 

A Meaningful Workplace: The Key to Employee Engagement 

Cultivating Trust in Organizations and Leaders Through Behavioral Science 

Most Frequently Requested Programs 

Dr. Gleb Tsipursky helped thousands of leaders and organizations avoid business
disasters through science-based decision-making and emotional and social intelligence as
the CEO of Disaster Avoidance Experts. His expertise in these areas comes from over two
decades of consulting and coaching for businesses and nonprofits. He also has a strong
research and teaching background with over 15 years in academia, including 7 as a professor
at the Ohio State University, with dozens of peer-reviewed publications. 
 
The leading expert on avoiding business disasters, Gleb has been speaking professionally
since 1998 across three continents. He gets top marks from audiences for his highly
interactive speaking style and the way he thoroughly customizes speeches drawing on
best practices in adult learning. 



"He is a snap to work with, has very interesting scientific information, and is a delightful
presenter. I highly recommend him!" 

"Thank you for a great session. I will never approach decision making the same again. You
gave me some wonderful insights on cognitive biases and how they influence our decisions.
I plan to use your premortem process with my team and our board."

"Of particular note was Gleb’s depth of knowledge as evidenced by how thoughtfully he
tailored his message to an audience of female leaders."

Eleanor Meekins, Owner at Eleanor Meekins & Associates     emeekins@protalentsource.com     614-846-1472   

Teresa Trost, Executive Director of Community Shares of Mid Ohio     teresat@communityshares.net     937-212-6111   

Susan Lear, President/CEO of Balance EAP     susan@glaeap.com     614-451-9401   

Testimonials & References 

Clients

"Gleb made the presentation highly relevant with local case studies and topical recent
events -- and by asking each audience member about the decision-making challenges they
face, and then working with these examples."

Artie Isaac, Vistage Chair for Central Ohio     artie.isaac@vistagechair.com     614-395-3965   

"If you are a company that is seeking a speaker to address cognitive biases that result in
problematic behaviors impacting... a company's bottom line, contact Gleb."

Babiya Polk, Aflac Agent Team Leader     babiya_polk@us.aflac.com     614-557-9844   

You are invited to contact anyone on this list for an in-depth reference 

Media
Gleb published over 400 articles and appeared in over 350 interviews in prominent media venues. 


